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NERDC has been busy welcoming new staff members. Five new employees came to us in recent weeks, adding diversity and expertise to the NERDC talent pool.

Above: Steph George

Above: Robyn Wilson

Above: Chris Aubut

Above: Greg Goddard

Above: James Moore

Above: Carol Wucker
Christopher Aubut joined Network Services in December. He is primarily involved in documentation, installing fiber optic and cat 5 cables, and other miscellaneous networking tasks. Aubut is a student at Santa Fe Community College majoring in network technologies.

Stephanie "Steph" George also became part of Network Services in January. She assists Program Assistant Kristiina Butler. Formerly at Medical Manager in Alachua, George was in sales and network administration. She is preparing to join the MBA program at UF in the fall.

James Moore also joined the data center in January as a technical assistant in the Open Systems group. Previously, he was with CIRCA for five years, and says he's delighted to be joining the staff at NERDC.

Robyn Wilson is also a new member of the Open Systems group. A student assistant majoring in computer science, she will be looking into services on the SP nodes.


Promotion Announced for Carol A. Wucker

On January 26, Carol Wucker became NERDC’s new Assistant Director for Finance.

Wucker oversees the group responsible for producing financial and cash-flow statements and for ensuring NERDC's financial well-being. She joined NERDC in 1995 as Accounting Services Coordinator. "We are indeed fortunate to have someone with her academic credentials, certifications, and overall expertise," said NERDC Director Ron Schoenau.

Congratulations to Assistant Director Wucker, and welcome to all the new faces!
NERDC Staff Bids Farewell to Eric Oosting

Eric Oosting, engineer for Network Services, left NERDC on January 24. He accepted a position as Network Engineer with Mindspring Enterprises in their Atlanta office. His duties there will be much like those in his job with NERDC: he will be managing several modem Points of Presence (PoPs) around the country.

Oosting began work at NERDC two years ago as a student assistant with the Open Systems Group. In January 1999, following graduation from UF, he moved to Network Services as a full-time employee. He has thoroughly enjoyed his job and the people he works with. Oosting says that he is both excited and sorry to leave NERDC and Gainesville, but "It's fun to shake things up sometimes!" Oosting will be joining his girlfriend, whose Atlanta-based job prompted the move. They will reside in Atlanta's Buckhead area.

Your Comments are Welcome
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